LEA RNING A ND TEA C HING

Inspiration and Innovation
Meet at the Water’s Edge
BY LINDSEY CULLINS, M.ED, ABD

The past three years, ESD has partnered with The Joseph and Mary Primary
School in Kitongo, Tanzania, managed and operated by MainSprings, a
Tulsa-based nonprofit. What began as a simple letter and video exchange
between the Middle School World Affairs club and sixth-grade science classes
has grown into a partnership that touches all three divisions of our school.
B A CK GR O U N D

In 2015, ESD engaged a for-profit
organization that provided resources and
programming for collaborative science
projects with schools in other countries.
Fifth graders collected and tested water
samples from the Merrell campus quarry
while sixth-grade students conducted
dissections and exchanged videos.
Both the students and the fifth- and
sixth-grade science teachers, Ms. Neill
and Ms. Infante, enjoyed the partnership
and wanted to continue using similar
programming. After reviewing the
materials and the connections the
organization provided, we were confident
that our school had the talent to develop
and implement international exchange
programming ourselves and that doing so
would give our school more autonomy in
the selection and achievement of learning
outcomes for our students.
Our goal was to develop a deeper,
dynamic, and reciprocal connection
with a single school, one that shared our
mission and vision.
W H Y J O S EP H A N D M A R Y
P R I MA R Y S C H OOL

As we researched potential partners,

we looked for reputable, English-speaking
schools with a US presence to facilitate
planning and exchanges. Joseph and
Mary meets all of our needs and more:
Their students are fluent in both English
and Swahili; their faculty are familiar
with international exchanges, having
coordinated with other ISAS schools and
distinguished universities in the past; and
their school is managed by a responsible,
transparent nonprofit based in Oklahoma,
whose owner attended Holland Hall.
F O R GING A NE W RELA TIONSHIP

The relationship began at a measured
pace, allowing time for both schools to get
to know one another and work through the
technical obstacles that come with overseas
exchanges. In the first year, the school’s
connection was mostly sustained by the
Middle School World Affairs Club. The club
created an informational video about ESD
and sent monthly letters and pictures to
Joseph and Mary students.
The club decided to send our friends in
Tanzania on three field trips: one to a CocaCola plant; one to the home of Tanzania’s
first president, Julius Nyerere; and another
to the Serengeti, located just two hours away
from the Joseph and Mary. The Joseph and
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Mary students wrote about what they
discovered and provided drawings of
the architecture, scenery, and wildlife
they encountered on their trips. Many
of the letters that came from this initial
exchange are still used in science classes
today.
LE A R NI NG TOG ETH ER

By the second year of partnership, both
Joseph and Mary and ESD were ready
to commit to deeper, more targeted
connections. Students in the fifth grade
were assigned a sixth-grade buddy at
Joseph and Mary. Over the course of
the spring semester, students wrote and
received three individualized letters from
their pen pals. These exchanges allowed
students to apply science vocabulary,
employ multi-paragraph expository and
letter writing conventions, and cultivate
inter-cultural competencies as they shared
their learning and their world with their
pen pals.
This correspondence allowed for
discoveries that made science and social
studies learning more relevant, more
meaningful, more visceral for students.
When our students posed a simple
question to their pen pals –“How do you
get your water?”– we learned that some
collect water from nearby Lake Victoria
and that they must be careful to avoid
dangerous animals like snakes, hippos,
and snails.
“Snails?” asked one fifth-grader
incredulously.
This immediately piqued students’
curiosity and led to discoveries about
the life cycle of blood flukes, which
use snails as hosts. It also led to
conversations about water filtration and
purification and made students more
curious about the water around them:
“What is in the quarry? What is coming
out of the faucet? What about Wolf
Run?” they asked.
Thankfully, our Environmental
Science and Engineering students were
curious, as well. They helped design
a project that would address the fifth
graders’ questions. Baggies and spades
in hand, each senior led a team of fifth
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graders around Wolf Run to collect water and soil samples
from targeted areas. Students learned how to mark their
samples using coordinates, document their site details,
protect their samples from contamination, and properly
apply and interpret their tests. Their pen pals in Tanzania
conducted the same water tests and sent their results back
for comparison along with pictures depicting their collection
and testing process. The seniors then prepared a comparison
report for both ESD and Joseph and Mary.
This year our friends in Tanzania will use their remaining
supplies to make decisions about how to improve their
aquaculture practices, while our testing will help to inform
care and maintenance decisions at Wolf Run.
BU ILDING E MP ATHY AND UND ERSTA ND ING

While the sharing of learning through a pen pal program
supports students’ academic understandings, the exchange
also allows them to reflect on their values, their practices,
and their relationships with their communities.
One letter that we received from a pen pal asked the
student, “Do you love me? Do you love the students in
your school?” We shared this letter in chapel and asked
our students to think about these questions seriously.
Later that day, the fifth grader to whom the letter was
written learned that it was his pen pal who had asked
these questions. He blushed momentarily as his neighbors
chuckled, but then, a beautiful exchange occurred: His
teacher, Ms. Neill, was able to explain that love can mean
many different things, and if we understand that this pen
pal is asking Do we care? Do we truly care? about her and
the people around us, then maybe that question is not so
difficult to answer. Later, when we took up the letters to
send back to Tanzania, we saw the boy’s response. He had
written, “Yes, I do love you. I also love all my classmates.”
We couldn’t have been more proud.
W E AV ING TO GE THE R THE FA B RIC OF C OM M UNITY

To continue to deepen our connections, I accompanied a
team of 10 teachers, administrators, and staff to Tanzania
in August. We stayed in dorms on the MainSprings
campus, observed and worked in classrooms, collaborated
with teachers, danced and sang and played with students,
and worshipped together in the girls’ home. This was a
bonding experience for our faculty, and a step toward real, authentic relationship-building between
our campuses. We led professional development, and we learned about agricultural innovations.
We shared ways to support students’ learning, and we learned how to support students’ hearts.
We came back with a deeper understanding of the values and practices of the community and
opportunities for deeper sustained collaboration.
We look forward to our partnership continuing. Later this year, we will receive faculty from
Tanzania to further develop those opportunities and to engage our students and teachers in
shared global projects. Our dedicated commitment to shared learning experiences opens up the
world to our students, supporting the development of skills and dispositions necessary to become
competent, capable thinkers and citizens.
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